Life
Pack

$49.95
1-month supply

Life Pack™ is a revolutionary whole food supplement
that combines years of exhaustive research from worldrenowned medical institutes, patented technoloy and the
renewed popularity of holistic medicine. Composed of
a proprietary blend of certified-organic, specialty mushrooms, Life Pack™ provides the body with over 3,000
essential bionutrients, antioxidants and probiotics to
nutritionally support the cellular, immune and circulatory
systems. Deficiencies in these systems are now being
linked to a wide variety of inflammatory conditions:
•Chronic pain
•Heart disease
•Diabetes

•Cancer
•Alzheimer’s disease
•Gum disease

Although inflammation hasn’t been pinpointed as the
cause of such conditions, it has been well-documented
as playing a part in them—often intensifying symptoms
and effect.

ImmuSANO™ nutritionally assists in balancing cellular
function and promoting a stronger immune system.
Contains natural L-ergothioneine, a highly
potent antioxidant which cannot be manufactured by the human body
Nutritionally supports the immune system
Contains 500IUs of organic vitamin D2 per
capsule

GlucoSANO™ nutritionally assists in maintaining cellular
metabolism and stabalizing blood sugar levels.
Promotes healthy circulation
Maintains blood sugar levels after eating
Contains organic agaricus blazei & vitamin D2

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed
866.998.7173
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The Power of

Mushrooms

Nature’s Ultimate Super Food™

Mushrooms are one of the largest and most complex
biologic organisms on the planet and have been used
in ancient medicine for thousands of years. Mushrooms
naturally contain a host of antioxidants and anti-inflammatory compounds, including L-ergothioneine and
vitamin D2. Life Pack™ mushrooms are grown in GMPgrade conditions and are enhanced by state-of-the-art,
patented UV-light technoloy to increase vitamin D levels
nearly 1,600 times.
Vitamin D
Vitamin D is essential for life however, most
people aren’t getting enough. It has been estimated that increasing the mean serum level of vitamin
D above normal could reduce annual deaths in
Canada by 37,000 or 16.1% and decrease the
economic burden by 6.9% or $14.4 billion dollars
(W.B Grant et al, Mol.Nutr.Food Res.2010,54,110).
L-Ergothioneine
L-ergothioneine (ERGO) is one of the most
potent antioxidants known to date and recent
research from Johns Hopkins University School
of Medicine has identified a link between ERGO
and the prevention of DNA and cell damage—a
leading cause of cancer. The primary and most
potent food source of ERGO is mushrooms.

By loading your body with vital nutrients found only in
these whole foods, Life Pack™ strengthens your body’s
defense system at the most basic cellular level. By placing emphasis on prevention, Life Pack™ is one of the
best lifestyle choices you can make.
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